[Molecular evolution of the tick-borne encephalitis and Powassan viruses].
The problem of emerging viruses, their genetic diversity and viral evolution in nature are attracting more attention. The phylogenetic analysis and evaluationary rate estimation were made for pathogenic flaviviruses such as tick-borne encephalitis virus (TBEV) and Powassan (PV) circulated in natural foci in Russia. 47 nucleotide sequences of encoded protein E of the TBEV and 17 sequences of NS5 genome region of the PV have been used. It was found that the rate of accumulation of nucleotide substitutions for E genome region of TBEV was approximately 1.4 x 10(-4) and 5.4 x 10(-5) substitutions per site per year for NS5 genome region of PV. The ratio of non-synonymous nucleotide substitutions to synonymous substitution (dN/dS) for viral sequences were estimated of 0.049 for TBEV and 0.098 for PV. Maximum value dN/dS was 0.201-0.220 for sub-cluster of Russian and Canadian strains of PV and the minimum - 0.024 for cluster of Russian and Chinese strains of Far Eastern genotype TBEV. Evaluation of time intervals of evolutionary events associated with these viruses showed that European subtype TBEV are diverged from all-TBEV ancestor within approximately 2750 years and the Siberian and Far Eastern subtypes are emerged about 2250 years ago. The PV was introduced into natural foci of the Primorsky Krai of Russia only about 70 years ago and PV is a very close to Canadian strains of PV. Evolutionary picture for PV in North America is similar to evolution of Siberian and Far Eastern subtypes TBEV in Asia. The divergence time for main genetic groups of TBEV and PV are correlated with historical periods of warming and cooling. These allow to propose a hypothesis that climate changes were essential to the evolution of the flaviviruses in the past millenniums.